Is your vessel used for commercial purposes? Let’s take away your worries and calm your mind, just like the ocean, as we cover you from waves of financial debt.

Broken into two areas of coverage, our Marine Insurance covers your vessel and/or the its cargo. Should there be any loss or damage to your vessel or any injuries to passengers or third parties, you are covered. You can also insure your cargo which will protect you against any financial losses due to damage or loss.

This is financial coverage against the loss or damage to sailing vessels, their passengers or their cargo. Marine Insurance can be subdivided into coverage for the Hull or for the Cargo. Marine insurance helps to reduce the aspect of financial loss, due to the loss or damage to important cargo.

**See list of Business Marine Insurance Policies below:**

- Marine Hull (Commercial use/ Pleasure Craft)
- Marine Cargo (Single Shipment)
- Marine Open Cover

Please call your agent or contact us at 1 (758) 452-0994 for more information about our products!